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Objectives: The need for constricting, lightweight, low-power
electronics-aggravated by the thriving demand for large data flow
rate and bandwidth is urging the use of optical technologies in
defense and space. Free space optical (FSO) communication links
have promising eminence over microwave communication links
with high speed, low weight, and increased security so that they
can be boarded conveniently on the satellite. Methods/findings:
The advancement of the optical components and systems has
made it very predominant along with its acceptability in space and
defense. Yet a couple of significant components to be dealt with
are tracking problems with misalignment of the transmitter and
receiver apertures and the progressions because of barometrical
conditions. Efficiency of the FSO communication system is seriously
rotted due to the angle of arrival (AoA) variance and including
error pointing. The optical transmitter can be perfectly coordinated
with the receiver by utilizing the pointing, acquisition, and
tracking (PAT). However, this method is to be carried out under the
airborne platform with required restrictions namely size, weight,
and power. Application: An overview of promising inter-satellite
applications with the challenges have been discussed which sway
the performance of the system and make the communication link
unattainable. The FSO communication possesses an advantage
over two existing technologies optical fiber communication and
wireless communication. Hence, the significant use of FSO is intersatellite optical wireless communication (Is OWC) links, which will be
deployed in the future in space.
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1. Introduction
Ongoing years have seen enormous development in the field of information and
communication techniques. The majority of this becomes conceivable with progression and
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original author and source are credited.
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utilization of light wave technology in the field of communication. With fast, information
transmission over larger distance has turned out to be conceivable [1]. This offered ascend
to the optical wireless communication (OWC) being connected economically. Because of
numerous points of interest over custom radio frequency signal (RF), OWC has been as
of now connected in number of uses. LASER has been utilized seriously because of their
coherent properties and in this way the equivalent is utilized to transmit information in
space to convey between satellites orbiting in same or different orbits. This innovation
has been named as inter-satellite optical wireless communications (Is-OWCs) [2]. With
properties like rapid and high limit, Is-OWC system empowers progressively successful,
productive and steady activity of satellite system in years to come [3]. In [4–5] this way by
utilization of Is-OWC, a transformative space system can be shaped from satellites which
can fill in as both backbone as well as user access nodes.
The first inter-satellite links utilized microwaves radio frequency (RF ISL) worked
under Ka-band frequency groups which prone to be helpful for mobile satellite system
(MSS). It is helpful in MSS for example, Iridium Next and Artemis, however, with the
quick improvement of satellite interchanges which requires a massive bit rate [6], further
to proceed towards the optical ISLs is important as it is referred to by their focal points,
for example, high information rate, an enormous transfer speed, long communication
distance, minute transmission power with improved reliability and being cost effective,
small antenna diameter and, more reliability and information security. Likewise, it is
simple for multiplexing, DE multiplexing, exchanging, and directing adaptability of the
system applications. The primary optical ISL between satellites utilizing laser light was
set up between the European Space Agency’s (ESA) and the French agency possessing
Artemis satellite and the SPOT-4 an Earth perception satellite was the primary optical
ISL utilizing laser light under the guidance of an experiment called Semiconductor Laser
Inter satellite link experiment [7–8]. For optical ISLs, three specialized parameters are
important to set up an association between satellites; initial one is the frequency bands
where it is in the scope of Tera Hertz (THz) to accomplish huge information rate (Table 1).
The fundamental thought of transmission of the signal exposed to the free space
experiences loss since zero absorption occurs in the signal. Reason to this loss is the nonalignment of the atmosphere.
And the second one is a technique named as multiple access which is used for allocating
the capacity of satellite transponder for the interference escaping among the approaching
signal via satellites for the concerned earth stations [9], station limit is C = B log2 (1 +
S/N), where “B” refers to the transfer speed, and S/N symbolizes ratio of signal to noise
TABLE 1.

Optical frequency and transmitted power

Types of laser
Solid state laser diode
ALGaAs
InPAaGa
Nd:YAG
Gas laser
CO2
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Wavelength (µm)

T transmitted power

0.8–0.9
1.3–1.5
0.532

About 100 mW
About 100 mW
100 mW

10.6

Several tens of watts
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ratio. Thus, the multiple wavelengths are utilized for the increment in the system limit at
the time of demand approaching towards the final extent of single optical channel [10].
The method of modulation is used which is supposed to be critical for the optimum
modulation format [11] regarding a most extreme theoretical limit. This idea gives
additionally phenomenal security which increases the immunity against jamming and
interception [12]. The concerning point of this particular paper is to review about the
Is OWC, which transfers the data and collects the information among the satellites, and
detailed examination with clarification of the need to choose optical transmission. A
review on different difficulties looked by free space optical (FSO) communications system
for inter-satellite links has been deliberated. Section I presents the brief introduction on
IS-OWC system. While Sections II discusses some related work and explains the different
types of challenges for inter-satellite links confront by FSO communication system .Section
III discusses the advantages of IS-OWC over RF communication system. Last section is a
conclusion and gives future perspective for the optical inter-satellite links.

2. Is-OWC System
Communication between two satellites is represented in Figure 1. Whereas, Figure 2
describes the coverage of the Earth’s surface area by the inter satellite laser links.
By free space optics, signal is transmitted between two satellites in Is-OWC. Block
diagram of the Is-OWC represented by Figure 3 [13–14].

2.1. 
Transmitter
LASER is a source which produces light and it is carried by transmitting satellites, as well as
used for tracking, satellite telemetry, for communication system and an optical modulator
[15]. The information which is regularly transmitted by a satellite is same as the zone of the
satellite and following of attitude, picture getting the data for which transmission is done

FIGURE 1. Inter-satellite optical communications.
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FIGURE 2. Inter-satellite laser links around the Earth.

FIGURE 3.

Basic system block diagram for simplex communication in Is-OWC.

by a satellite are, for instance, the satellite territory and atmosphere following for isolated
distinguishing satellite and communicating data got ready for handset system passing on
satellite. The most liberal portion in the structure is light source as correspondence is done
by transmitting light. Two sorts of optical light sources are used in optical correspondence,
i.e., light-emitting diode (LED) and injected laser diode (ILD). Development of these
devices is done by semiconductor materials with the relationship of positive and negative
charges semiconductor yielding photons or light imperativeness. Radiation of light from
ILD monochromatic, sound and has over the top vivacity making it fitting for covering the
colossal division for transmitting in free space [16–17].

2.2. Propagation Medium
Considering the condition of Is-OWC framework, the optical remote channel is viewed
as the transmission medium. OWC channel is vacuum and free from losses like climatic
losses in opposition to free space optics which is acquainted with a few losses attributable
Indian Journal of Science and Technology
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to climate and air debilitation [18]. Taking the perfect case, transmitting distance is
the particular origin for signal attenuation. At the transmitter and the beneficiary side,
utilization of optical antenna or optical lenses is formed. Broad divergence of light beam
acceptance is allowed by the optical antenna.

2.3. Receiver
The signal on the recipient side of the Is-OWC incorporates a photodiode and a low pass
channel. The detected received signal is accepted by photodiode that changes it into an
electrical signal [19]. Photodiode involves positive and negative charged semiconductor
connection, connected in reverse bias simply like in an optical light source [20–21].
Photons strike the junction then only an electrical signal is produced. Since having peculiar
features as large amplification of weak light signals in FSO transmission, APD is used [22].

3. Challenges in Inter-Satellite Links Free Space
Optical Communication
Atmospheric impacts which affect the result of communication between ground to
satellite and satellite to ground. FSO innovation utilizes environmental window to breach
having characteristics arbitrary as similar to time and space. For inter-satellite FSO
links, different constraining elements incorporate availability of link, surround noise,
and pointing. The respective paper encompasses various difficulties experienced by data
designers with respect to laser uplink/downlink just as inter-satellite FSO links. FSO links
are not exposed to the climatic changes or the disturbances because of the clouds since
the satellite orbits are placed distant from the atmosphere. For such situation, real test was
performed using the acquisition and tracking of the respective two satellites moving at a
considerable relative speed. Since large distances have to be covered by the inter-satellite,
hence the strategy of the transmission should be of high power efficiency with relatively
good sensitivity on the recipient part.
Thus the homodyne or heterodyne being the techniques of the coherent phase are placed
convenient over direct detection methods at the inter-satellites FSO links. At the resultant
of view, the above techniques present remarkable sensitivity at the receiver end delivered
at high capacity links [23–24]. Considering in today’s time, the most elevated transmission
in between LEO and LEO at a high speed of 5.6 Gbps is the homodyne BPSK transmission.
The European Data Relay Satellite System (EDRS) was created by the renowned European
space agency which effectively exhibited interface among Alphasat in GEO and Sentinel-1
in LEO at 1.8 Gbps in 2014 [25]. A detailed examination of the elements of the intersatellite FSO links were expected for 1000 km separation at a speed of 2.5 Gbps .On the
contrary, knowing the fact that there was no exposure of the FSO links to the climates
and air restrictions. The Doppler shift, background radiations, acquisitions, Point ahead
angle, tracking, and satellite platform stability were responsible to be the difficulties for
any constraints to the FSO for every case. These difficulties are talked about as pursues.
716 / 724
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3.1. Point Ahead Angle
The comparative movement between the transmitter and receiver terminals requires the
arrival signal to offset from the beacon location with the goal to adequately hit the recipient
upon an appropriate location known as a spatial temporal location. The pointing of the
offset is called PAA. The time taken to travel for the long distances of cross link is dependent
on the comparative speed of the two satellites. The degree of the PAA is of hundreds of
micro radians considering space optical links where as it is normally many miniaturized
scale radians for the satellite to satellite and ground to satellite. Figure 4 delivers the idea
of PAA sharing the optical beam sent by LEO and time “T” and arrival beam from GEO at
“T+4T”. So for exact pointing accuracy, the adjustment of the receiving and transmitting
terminals is done utilizing link maintenance control and tracking algorithm [26–27]. For
most part, an impact observed named point ahead angular anisoplanatism is experienced
for the condition PAA greater than isoplantic edge from tracking direction. Generally, it is
brought about by the mismatch of the laser beam from the beacon path.

3.2. Doppler Shift
The variation in the recurrence of the received signal because of the relative movement
among transmitter and receiver prompts Doppler impact. Occurring in inter-orbit satellite
links where the satellite in lower orbits travel quicker than at higher orbits. Range of
movement to be rapid via information hand off framework is ±7.5 Ghz for the transmission
LEO and GEO, respectively.
The two LEOs can possess higher move engendering in inverse ways. The frequency
move generated by Doppler around 140 kHz move in a 2 GHz clock time frame utilized
for flagging. It requires a wide range of recurrence tuning for optical input filters or local
oscillator (LO) lasers if there should be coherent optical link. This Doppler shift must be
thought about for dependable FSO between satellite connections.

FIGURE 4. Concept of PAA in space communications.
Indian Journal of Science and Technology
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The Doppler shift achieves a greatest worth when the radial part of the relative
speed achieves its most extreme. Carelessness of Doppler impact brings about loss of
information and recurrence simultaneity issues at the beneficiary end. Incorporation of
an optical phase lock loop (OPLL) procedure with the LO laser is needed for diminishing
Doppler shift [28]. The agreeable recurrence tuning among the transmitters and LO at
the collector is actualized to oppose the impact of Doppler shift. As far as a beat signal
(distinction of transmitter and LO recurrence) is accessed, the recurrence procurement
procedure starts with the adjustment of LO with an open recurrence control loop close
to transmitter.
Recurrence tracking mode starts to lock on to the heterodyne recurrence control loop
or homodyne loop, when the beat signal is retrieved. The utilization of the optical injection
locking (OIL) method is other method; there is a downside that the locking recurrence
range is constrained to commonly 1 GHz or less [29]. Both OPLL method and OIL
procedure i.e., utilization of an optical phase injection lock loop (OIPLL) strategy, that is
used to lock the recurrence and phase under Doppler shift circumstances. A pilot-bearer
coherent LEO to ground downlink utilizing the OIPLL Doppler recurrence move is shown
in [30]. The impact of a Doppler move in homodyne inter-satellite communication link
is investigated in [31]. Ideal transfer speed of the optical filter is resolved for the whole
length of recurrence movements to improve the framework execution. The recurrence
move prompted by Doppler impact is portrayed for LEO satellite constellation with optical
inter-satellite links in [32]. For coherent homodyne recipient with optical phase lock loop
the Doppler shift recurrence compensator is researched in [33].

3.3. Satellite Vibration and Tracking
The LOS signal is received by acquiring and tracking of the signals, such signals are
created by the satellite or by the on-board laser communication sub-assembly. The above
process of tracking such signals is a tough task for the FSO links. The different unsettling
influences created externally due to the satellite are there because of the various aspects
such as thrusters, momentum wheels, gimbal packages and solar panels, etc. There also
exists various sources of noise caused by on-board laser communication system which
comprises of Relative Intensity noise, background noise, dark current, shot noise, thermal
noise, and signal shot noise. Satellite vibration and tracking issues and the discussion for
restitution contemplated in [34].

3.4. Background Noise Sources
The inter-satellite link observes some noises whose origin rely upon the detection method,
whether the system being pre-amplified or not optically. To detect the noise sources
directly at the receiver’s end, it is often observed that the noise formation is coming from
bulk dark current this is the detector as well as the receiver amplifier. Which results in
pre-amplifier noise and thermal noise and lastly the noise due to the signal i.e., shot noise.
The local oscillator shot noise leads the system sources of the noise to detect coherently.
Whereas, the stellar and celestial radiant fluxes results in the background sources of noise.
718 / 724
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The light dispersing from optics structure comprised with the light falling on the detector
adds to the background noises.

3.5. Acquisition, Tracking and Pointing (ATP)
In FSO communication system pointing and acquisition of optical beam is a demanding
concern in ground to satellite, inter satellite and satellite to ground links.
In [35] studied about the high-elevation airborne stages are connected to each other with
the help of optical communications in free space. As a result, it developed as a promising
answer for setting up remote systems for rustic and remote zones. The exhibition of FSOC
framework is seriously corrupted due to the vacillation of angle of arrival (AoA) and
pointing delusion. The arrangement of optical transmitter and recipient is accomplished
by utilizing the pointing, acquisition, and tracking (PAT); however, the above structure
should be compatible to work inside the space conquering of various challenges on
dimensions, weight, and power. Because the platform of airborne is on the speedy shift,
hence the PAT works quickly which is very alluring. As for the outage probability and
for the most favorable beam dimension at the transmitter and receiver, the closed-form
expression is allotted for this suggestion. For the précised derivation of the theory, the
Monte Carlo simulations are used for the confirmation. The airborne FSOC system with
fixed beam dimension above outspread radius of AOA variation and pointing delusion
having the adjustable beam control strategy conquer the system.
In [36] have given an extensive overview on optical communications in free space use
ATP structure. Provided mobile communications adopt ATP structure is a demanding
fundamental. As for obtain line of sight, the proper adjustment of FSO transmitted receiver
is needed and this is possible by using ATP structure. The classification of overviewed ATP
structure is done as per their working assumptions, valued cases, exercised technology.
The preferences and inconveniences of reviewed ATP components are recorded and talked
about. Additionally talk about current difficulties and future research headings.
Pointing and acquisition of optical beam, turn into a primitive concern for the ground
to satellite, inter satellite and satellite to ground FSO communication links. It happens
because of the platform jitter disturbances, and narrow beam divergence of the optical
beam [37]. Carrying a wide range of FOV, coarse detection is executed under the mode
of acquisition. At the receiver end, there exists a detector which identifies based on the
sensitivity of the position of the beacon signal. The receiver also continues to search for
the required signal in its FOV side by side. While the presentation of the FSO link is
constrained because of fluctuating pointing framework brought about by given stochastic
systems: (i) following commotion made by the electro-optic tracker and (ii) vibrations
made by inner satellite mechanical systems. The impact of satellite vibration and stage jitter
is portrayed in [38]. The incorrect arrangement by any one may bring about connection
disappointment or seriously debase the presentation of the framework.
The acquisition procedure is first tread for formation of FSO link and it includes the
transmission scanning with its limited beacon signal over an ambiguity range. In large
background radiations, the beam location by the receiver helped with beacon signal which
is having adequate peak power and small pulse rate [39]. The once the guide signal is
Indian Journal of Science and Technology
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identified, the accepting terminal utilizes beam controlling components to point a relentless
guide signal towards the starting terminal frequently balanced by fixed PAA. Figure 5
demonstrates the essential idea of ATP for a space FSO correspondence framework.
The telescopic assists in collecting the uplink signal from the ground level, which is
further directed towards dichroic beam splitter-1. The splitter-1 will direct the coming
signals to splitter-2 which later on guides the incoming signal to the ATP subsystem
co-coordinating with signal’s wavelength. Lastly, the beam splitter-3 converges the images
from the initial situation on the focal pixel array (FPA). The area of this point on the
exhibit speaks to the course from the received reference point signal in respect to the
telescope’s pivot (the focal point of the exhibit).
Which opt for the telescopic approach for the FOV? By the above approach the spatial
securing procedure is carried out and on the other hand capturing the ground zero situation
of the station on to the FPA. Finally, the signal is escorted from the satellite towards the
receiver located at the base station thus shaping an interface for the LOS. Hence the
reference point signal is obtained, governs the rational signal to taper down the FOV till
the time the duo frameworks gets bolted among themselves. Hence, to start discovering
the signal at the receiver satellite signal range request in the space, the signal range should
be as per the requirement as well as the energy quotient (of the signal Obtained) should
also be genuine to initiate the recurring circuit on its own. Regularly, the change from
securing to following stage takes not exactly one second. At times, beaconless pointing
utilizing divine reference source just is utilized to give an ideal pointing reference. This
engineering furnishes a disentangled activity with extensive power sparing as it disposes
of the need of additional reference point signal [40–42].

4. Advantages of Is-OWC
In the previous years, the Is OWC has turned out to be well known because of the
succeeding advantages:

FIGURE 5.
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1. High Data Rates: With the assistance of light as carrier frequency it is acceptable to be
amplified using quick inter-satellite links [43]. Which flares up the information rates to
Gbps to be used in the communication of the satellites optically.
2. Unlicensed Spectrum: The optical inter-satellite communication neither requires the
necessity of license of spectrum nor for the co-ordination of the frequency as used in
radio and microwave systems. Interference is certainly not a main task from or to system and furthermore, point-to-point laser signal is immensely difficult to intrude on,
making it secure and safe.
3. Smaller Wavelength: The wavelength of light is significantly less with respect to microwaves. Signal wavelength of optical inter-satellite communication over RF/Microwave
communication system is carrying huge variation. In this manner, RF/Microwave with
respect to light wave describes the tapering nature of the thickness of the beam for
respective magnitude of the signal [44].
4. Huge Bandwidth: The transmitting data in any communication system are associated
with the modulated carrier bandwidth. Data transmission of around 2000 THz is utilized as per the methods described for the high frequency optical carrier.
5. Reducing Antenna Size: The size necessity of the transmitter and receiver antenna is
huge and furthermore massive if the RF/Microwave system is to be dynamic. While the
antenna size gets diminished to centimeters just as its carrier frequency is enormous,
in optical inter-satellite communication system. Thus, the satellite heaviness is reduced
and power need is also decreased in optical inter-satellite communication system [45].
6. Small width beam dimensions: A small width beam is perceived for optical emission
and its example a laser beam which is having diffraction restrained disparity in 0.01 to
0.1μrad. This shows transmitting force is engaged with a thin range giving an optical
inter-satellite link giving sufficient isolation from its probable interferers.
The different focal points incorporate insusceptibility to the radio frequency interferences,
faster communication, power efficiency, high accuracy or more all wireless optical
communication does not contaminate the environment with electromagnetic radiations.
All the subtleties determined are dynamic in an optical inter-satellite communication
system since it can diminish the payloads and along these lines diminishing the cost.

5. Conclusion
As technology has advanced, methods of communication have additionally changed.
Is-OWC is a phenomenal technology which has been generally utilized and investigated
for terrestrial communication and broadcast purpose. As after contemplating the related
work of this field, it is presumed that to accomplish more work on the different quality
components like increase in bandwidth, transfer capacity, to upgrade the number of
clients that can take an interest in the communication all the while. Thus further upgrades
should be possible so as to evacuate these challenges discussed above by utilizing trendy
mechanisms. Different advanced modulation formats can be utilized too for improving
existing limit of the Is-OWC systems.
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